Invited Papers

Coordination and Access Control of Mobile Agents p. 1
Characteristics of an Agent Scripting Language and Its Execution Environment p. 3

Regular Papers

A Coordination Model for Agents Based on Secure Spaces p. 4
Coordination with Attributes p. 21
MobiS: A Specification Language for Mobile Systems p. 37
Coordinated Roles: Promoting Re-usability of Coordinated Active Objects Using Event Notification Protocols p. 53
Pipelining the Molecule Soup: A Plumber's Approach to Gamma p. 69
Erratic Fudgets: A Semantic Theory for an Embedded Coordination Language p. 85
Coordination of Synchronous Programs p. 103
Composing Specifications for Coordination p. 118
On the Expressiveness of Coordination Models p. 134
Comparing Software Architectures for Coordination Languages p. 150
A Hierarchical Model of Coordination of Concurrent Activities p. 166
A Self-Deploying Election Service for Active Networks p. 183
Mobile Co-ordination: Providing Fault Tolerance in Tuple Space Based Co-ordination Languages p. 196
A Simple Extension of Java Language for Controllable Transparent Migration and Its Portable Implementation p. 211
Coordination Among Mobile Objects p. 227
Simulation of Conference Management Using an Event-Driven Coordination Language p. 243
Internet-Based Coordination Environments and Document-Based Applications: A Case Study p. 259
Coordination of a Parallel Proposition Solver p. 275
CLAM: Composition Language for Autonomous Megamodules p. 291
Modeling Resources for Activity Coordination and Scheduling p. 307
Static Analysis of Real-Time Component-Based Systems Configurations p. 323
Acme-Based Software Architecture Interchange p. 340
A Group Based Approach for Coordinating Active Objects p. 355
Introducing Connections Into Classes With Static Meta-Programming p. 371
TRUCE: Agent Coordination Through Concurrent Interpretation of Role-Based Protocols p. 384
The STL++ Coordination Language: A Base for Implementing Distributed Multi-agent Applications p. 399

Posters

A Distributed Semantics for a IWIM-Based Coordination Language p. 415
Coordination in Context: Authentication, Authorisation and Topology in Mobile Agent Applications p. 416
Presence and Instant Messaging via HTTP/1.1: A Coordination Perspective p. 417